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SUMMARY

Tests were made of four propellers, with diumeters of
10jeet, hating differ&~ blad; pjan fo~8. One propelle>
(A’ary design No. 6/16&R6J was of the uswal presentday
type and was used as a basis oj comparison for the other
three, which had unuswal plan forms dtiinguished by the
inward (toward the hub) location of the sections hauing
the greatest blade width.

It was found that propellers with points of maximum
blade width occum”ng closer to the hub than on the pre8ent-
day type. of blade had higher peak ejiciencie8 but lower
taiie-o~ ej%iencie8. $!%ti reed wag found true for a
“clean” liquid-cooled engine installation. It appear8 that
some ‘modification could be made to pre8ent plan jorms
which would produce propeller8 baring more satisfactory
aerodynamic quaWie8.

The propeHer8 with the inmu-d location of the points of
maximum blade width had 10UW thru8t and power coefi-
cient8 and stalled earlier than the present-day type.

INTRODUCTION

One of the va.riabks in propeller design that has
received but a small amount of attmtion in the past is
the distribution of area along the blade. Early pro-
pellers that were designed with ease of manufacture in
mind had bladw of constant width and square-cut tips.
It is a little surprising, perhaps, to tlnd that propellers
with such simple plan forms have but little Ieas effi-
ciency than ones of the usual tapered plan form (refer-
ence 1). The insensitivity of efficiency to chang= in
phin form may provide a reason why plan form has
been neglected as a subject of research.

It is probable that the trend of evoht.ion of the pro-
peIIerpkn form has been dictated largely by structund
rather than aerodynamic considerations. This proba-
bility appetus definitely true for the inner third of {he
presentday type propelIer, where the nearly circular
sections show almost no effecti of aerodynamic influence
in design

The cooling of radial engines has been taken into
consideration as a factor in the design of certain special
propellers of recent manufacture. @ the design of
these propellers the blade width has been made larger
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at the inner stations on the radius where the added
slipstream ~elocity will aid in cooling the engine.
bother possible reason for increasing the blade area
on the inner half of the blade at the expense of the outer
half is that modern propeller theory (reference 2) indi-
cates some ad-vantage in at least part-of the normal
operating range for a prcpeIler so designed. The
theory shows that, at one mdue of 1“/nD, the optimum
distribution of circulation ilong the blade is such that
the maximum vt-due of circulation is reached at the
0.2 radius and then decreases almost linesdy to zero
at both hub and tip.

It appeara that airplane and propeller designs are
reaching a stage of development in which even ~aH
increases in operating efficiency are of great importance;
the factor of blade plan form should therefore not be
neglected in future research.

The present report is not expected to advance the
state of knowkdge concerning the effect of changes in
phm form to any large extent because the data taken
were not the result of a planned program to study
this effect. Its main purpose is to present propeller
data for four full-scale propellers of A’avy design, three
of tvbich have somewhat unusmd phm forms and the
other one has a normal (usual presentiay type) plan
form. These data may give some clue as to whfit may
be e-xpected from fundamentrd changes in blade plan
form. The four propellers had been tested as an iuci-
dentaI part of a rather extensive propeIIer-r=earch pro-
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gram conducted by the N. A. C. A. during 1937. They
all have the same diameter (10 feet) and airfoil section
@. A. F. 6) and three of the four have approximately
the same blade area. There is some variation in
thickness ratio but probably not enough to have a very
large effect on the rcmiks.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The tests were made in the N. A. C. A. 20-foot wind
hnmel, which is described in reference 3. Since publi-
cation of reference 3, the original bakmce system and
Diesel power plant have been replaced by semiauto-
matic recording balances and by an 1,800-horsepcnver
electric motor. The tunnel is capable of a speed of
115 miles per hour with the test propelIer running.
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The propellers were turned by a 600-horsepower
Curtiw Conqueror engine having a rated speed of
2,450 r. p. m. and a germratio of 7:5. The engine was
enclosed in n liquid-cooled engine nnceIle of oval cross
section. hving over-all dimensions m follows: kmgth

FIGIXEI -Teat set-up. (The photographshow a 8-blWeProp?llwinsteadof the
2-bladepK@k Wt@y tR.StOd.)

126 inches, height 46 inches, width 38 inohcs. A photo-
graph of the test set-up is shown in figure 1. Tlw engine
v-as mounted in a crtidle-typo torque dymlmmnckr md
was free to rottite tibout tin m-is nlong its sick find pnr-
allel to ita crrmkshuft. The torque NMCtion was truns-
mittecl through u compression strut to the lever mcch-
aniam of a recording bokmcc on the tesklmrnhcr fhmr.

The thrust and torque forces were simultaneously
measurwl on recording I.Antes and the eugine rcwohl-
tion speed wae read from the dial of n cnlibratcclelectric
tachometer.

The four propellers tested ore of Navy design, nnd
each is .10 feet in diameter and hns two bhdcs. A
photograph of the propeller Mwks is showu in figure 2
and the blnde-form curves arc given in figure 3, A list
of the principul churn cterkticsof tho four propellers is
given in the following t.tiblc.

5wa-Rd●..- lo R, A, F. O..._ 9.15
6%49. . . . .._ 10

0.51 LOO 7.40 0:O&l
R. A. F. 6.._- 10.m .28 .97 b.47

aPz3G----- 10 R. A. F. IL.-. 11.70 .42 :C# 6.S4
W24H------ 10 R. A. F. 6.. . . . 12.!.UI .46 . 7.76 :E
c Normalplanform.

mos-R6. i 50#J.
Fmun;E2.–

ma.
.PropelIerbladeakstad.
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The general method employed in making the tests
was as follows: The engine speed was held constant at
1,000 r. p. m. and the tunnel speed was increased by
steps to top speed (115 miles per hour with propeller
operating). The tunnel speed was then held approxi-
mately constant at 115 miks per hour and the engine

.’O-“ttt-HzH
m .3A-H--M

.Ch9 ..52

.07 .Ez+l+L

.04 .

‘34i-LNkH

FIG= 3.—BIarfe-formcmrw kt LHWWWS=GI -. “Wg, U@ *R6
D, dfrmeter; R, radks to the tlM r, sttifon rndfu; b, ssrtfon chord; h, wetlon
tttlcknes; IL geometrfcpitck

speed reduced by steps untd the 17/nD for zero thrust
and power was reached. The maximum tip speeds for
the tests were below the -dues where the efEciency is
measurably affected by compresiblility. The pro-
pellers were tested at three blade angles, 15°, 25°, and
35° at the 0.75 radius.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The coefficient forrne used in presenting the data me
as follows:

r
pv=

(7==TJpn=P; Cp= P/Pn3W; 0,=5 —
cl. r

n2P’ ‘=Cx~D

where
CT is the thrust coefficient.
C,, power coeflkient.
C,, speed-power coefficient.
7, propulsive &ciency.
T,= T–AD, effective thrust.
T, thrust of propelhx (tension in propeIIer

shaft), pounds.
AD, change in drag of airplane or body due to

slipstream, pounds.

n, propeller revolution speed, r. p.s.
P, engine power, foot-pounds per second.
p, mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot.
V, air speed, feet per second.
D, propeller diameter, feet.

The basic data are given in figures 4, 5, 6, and 7,
where CT,CP, and q are plotted against V/nD. These -
data are also given in table I, available on request from
the ATational Advisory Committee for Awonautics.
The portion drawn with a broken line has been @a-
poIated, as a V/nD of 0.25 is about the lowest obtain-
able in the tumnelfor a full-scale propeller.
. A more convenient comparison of the characteristics
of the four propellers is given in figures 8 and 9. In
figure S are plotted thrust coef6cients and efficiencies
for the four propelIe= at. a blade-angle setting of 25°.
Fiie 9 preseniwthe corresponding power coefficients
for the same propellers. Large Merencee in the thrust
and power coefh+nts will be noted. The two propel-
lers with narrow outer (toward tips) portions reach
CTvalues of only 0.10 and 0.103, whereas the two with
normal-width outer portions reach the USUSI0.12, or
thereabouts. A corresponding difference in the power
coefficients is aIso noted, though here the (?Pcurve for
propeUer 5924H rises far above the curve for 5S68–R6
at low vrdues of V/nD and results in lower e.fiiciencies
in this range for propeller 5924E.

In general, the blades with greater areas, near the
hub stall earJierthan propeller 5S68-R6 with the usual
area distribution. The V/nD for zwo thrust is some-
what-greater for prope~er 586S-R6 than for the other
propeIIers, which may possibly be exphiined by the
fact that the pitch distribution owr the inner portion
of the blade is dMerent for propeller 5S6?3-R6 than for
the other t.breepropellers. (See ~. 3.)

The differences in peak efllciency are surprisingly
large and it is interesting to note tlmt the peak for the
propeller with the usual present-day distribution of area
is the lowest. The differences in peak efficiency of the
four propellers are more clearly shown in figure 10,
where the envelopes of their efficiency curves are plotted
against V/nD. On the bmis of peak efficiency, the order
of merit of the four propellers is as follows: 5649,
5924H, 5923G, and 5868–R6. The accuracy of the
tests was such that the efEciency might vary 1 percent
on repeat testsso that the relative merit of the propelle~
must be judged with this fact in mind. The ef6ciency-
curve endope of propeller 5649 awra~ more than 3
percent I@gher than propeller 586S-R6. Propeller
5649 is the one with its maximum width closest ta the
hub. From the point of greatest width the blade tapers
evenly to a fairly narrow tip. (See &u.2.) It is prob-
able that the dMerences in efficiency indicated.in &re
10 are Iargely due to the differences in plan form. It
should be pointed out, however, that the Merences in
thickness ratios undoubtedly have some effect. Pro-
peller 5923G has a greater thickness ratio at the three-
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quarters radius than the normaI, present-day type,
propeller 5868–R6; propellers 5649 and 5924H have
lesser thickness ratios than propeller 5868-R6. From d
study of the data on the effect qf blade thickness given

./8

.16

.f4

.12

Cp

Jo 10

FIGURE4.-OooClckmtourvesfmpropelk EW-R6.

in reference 4, it does not seem probable that the difi’er-
ences in thickness ratio between propellers 5868-R6 and
5924H could account for more than one-half of the
difhwmce in ficiency between them. The difference

.14

.i2

.10 Lo

a
FIGCEE6.4MEkient curveefor pmpelkr WA

in thicknessratio between prope~ers 5868–R6 and 5649
should have a negligible ~ect. The improvement in
efficiency due to moving the blade area toward the hub
seems to agree with theory, as mentioned earlier. An-
other probable cause for this improvement in efficiency
lies in the elimination of a large part of the long cylin-

drical shank. The cylindrical shank adds greatly to tho
parasite drag of the propeller and reduces tho efficiency
by an amount that increaseswith design airspeed. The
reduction in ei%ciency may be several percent at high
design speed.
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From practical considerations, it is usually better to
compare propellers on the basis of constant C8because
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this coefficient represents actual design conditions.
Figur= 11,12,13, and 14have been included for the usc
of readerswho wish to make further compmkons on the

0, basis. The blade-angle intervals are ho great for an
Rccurateuse of the chart but a linear interpolation along

.
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the line of “maximum e5ciency for C,” should give
results not greatly in error.

The envelopes of the eftlciency curves were taken
from figures 11 to 14 and plotted against the design
coefficient C, in figure 15. The curves gi-re the effi-
ciency for any given set of design conditions, i. e., engine
power, engine speed, air speed, and air density. The
order of merit of the four propelIeraremains unchanged
and the Werence m efficiency between 5649 and 5868–
R6 is still about 3 percent.

The comparison of the take-off qualities of the pro-
pellers does not present such -an easy problem as the
comparison of. peak efficiencies because the two ued
methods of comparison, both of which are reasonable
methods, sometimes give contrary results. Compari-

1 , b

?mpe[fer I
— 58&+R15 ~

I
[.2

—---–- 5649
.—-—-5Q23G
—--—5S!24H

In..- .-

.08 .8

c=

.06 .6

v

.04 .4

A
FIGGEE&–Com@n of thrust meffidente and eiTkfencIesfor four WO@lers.

Bladeangle,W at 0.75R.

sons wiU therefore be made by both methods, which
are described as follows:

The first method is a comparison of a group of pro-
pellers the diameters of which are the values that have
been obtained by the usual methods of sehxtion from
C, charts. They are the diameters that will gire maxi-
mum efficiency for the particular design condition
chosen, i. e., for cruisii or high speed. A group of
propellers with difTerentpower-absorption characteris-
tics will have diflerent deeign diameters, a fact that
greatly Muences take-off comparisons.

The second method of take-off comparison assumes
that some condition of design fixes the diameter. The
fixed diameter may not be the one giving maximum efE-
ciency for the design conditions, but the deviation from
the maximum efficiency wiU probably be small. This
method usually favors the propelIer with the highest
power absorption and the one that has the latest an
least severe stall

J
Jn the comparison of the take-off qualities of t

present four propellers, the thrust throughout the take-

off and cIimbing range was calculakd for a representa-
tive airplane equipped with each of the four propelIem.
The airpkme was resumed to be a light, two-engine
transport airpkme having”~thefollowing design charac-
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u .2 .4 .6 ~ -8 f-o 1.2 [.4

a
??lGCEE 9.–Compdsxt of poviar ~cfen~q km fonr propellers. Blade angb

W at 0.75R.

teristics: high speed, 220 ndee per hour; engines (2)
rated at 550 horsepower at 1,750 (propeller) r. p. m.
Both methods of comparison, as pretiouely described,
were used. In the fit case, the propellerswere selected

f.o
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v
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m
FIG- 10.-Compsrison of emefeneyarrw erridopea for fonr pro@Iem.

from the design charts in figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 for
the high-speed conditions. The diameters selected
varied from 9.9 to 10.42 feet.

In the second case, the diameters were alI taken as
103 feet and the difference in high-speed efficiency for
the two eases -was almost neg&ible. The results of
these comparisons are shown in figures 16 and 17. In
both cases, the propelIer with norrmd, presentday plan
form (5868–R6) was best for take+ff, though in figure
16 it appears but little better than 5649 and not so
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FtGUUEH.-Dmlgn chart forpro@kr WE-R6.
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good in the climbing range as 5649. In the constsnh
diameter comparison (fig. 17) propeller 5868-R6 is con-
siderably better than propeller 5649 in the take-off range
but -equal in climb. Propeller 5924H holds up well in
both cases; whereas, propeller 5923G is fairly poor in
both cases. In both cases the thrust was calculated
by the method given in reference 5.

.4 ,

..2

, ,

I I I I I I I
o .4 .8 J.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2,8

c,

FIWIU 15.—Comp8rIsonof ef!kfenewmrre envelopeefor fonr propellers.

Differences in thrust that occur at speeds from Oto 25
milesperhourhave m almostnegligible effect on thetake-
off distance asshown in reference 6. In this reference it
is shown that the value of thrust most representative
of the entire take-off occurs at a speed equal to 0.7 the
take-off air speed. For the present example, this speed
will lie somewhere between 40 and 45 miles per hour.
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FIGUBE16.—Propelkrthruet forexemplealrpkne, 2-bladecomtmkwxsd propeller..
Designeondltlone:rdrepeed,2Zlm. P. h.: b. hp., 6M(eachUgfm); Pro*s@,
1,760r. p. m.

Thi following table presents a summary of the high-
speed and take-off comparisons for the em.mple air-
plane. Although the results are for only one example,
they are probably representative of many others and
therefore give a fairly general comparison of the four
propellers tested. The table presents ratios of the peak
ei%cienc.iesof the various propellers relative to the peak
efficiency for the normal propeller. The takeoff effi-

ciency ratio, also given in the table, is the ratio of the
propeller thrust of the various propellers b tho pro-
peller thrust of the normal propeller nt nn nir speed of
40 miIes per hour.

Tako+f!:gle[ency
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6wscl... . .._.- LOld .896 .914
69z411..-_._... L022 .0s3 .0s2

sNerd propeller,

The propeller a designer should CI1OOSOwill depend,
to a large extent, upon his particular design problem;
so little discussion on this subject is worth whik. l?ro-
peller 5924H seems to hold up well in nll comparisons

16,+R6 10.2

+-I-H ‘-”- H t1--1102 - ‘“
—-—- 5923G fa2 _. . .. .-
----5S?4H 10.2

1 1 I 1

lHiiitt7NU
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0 20 40 60 &o 100 f20 140 f60
Air speed, m.p.h.

~GUEE17.—PropellwtbrUstforesmnple8kPket !4-bMeM~lant+P@ IW*llcr,
De.sfgnecmdltlone:afrspmd, 2S6m. p. h.: b. hp., X0 (encbenghw):pmrelkr epcmt,
I,7E0r. p, m.

whereas the others are good in ono and poor in mother.
It is possible that;- in many cases, it would bo worth
while to accept the 2 to 10 percent loss in takc-ofl
efficiency of propeller 5649 in order to gain its 3-percent
better peak efficiency. It is also possible thut the
design of propeller 5649 could be improved for t-akc-ofl
without serious 10SSin peak efficiency by increasing tho
width riear the tip but leaving the point of maximum
width at its present location, 0.38R. There seems to
be a distinct advantage in having a considcrablo width
on the inner (toward the hub) sections.

It must be remembered tlmt these data and this clis-
cussion refer only to a clean liquid-cooled engine in-
stallation. It is quite possible that somewhat different
results would be obtained with an air-cooled engine
~ace13e,for the added slipstream of the propellcm with
tide inner sections would add to the interference and
hag of the nacelle but might possibly result in better
3ngine@ing. ._ _
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CONCLUSIONS

FULL-SCALE PROPELLERS HAVING DIFFERENT PLAN FORMS 625

1. The peak efficiencies of propellers having present-
day plan forms similar to h’avy propeller 5868-R6 can
possibly be improved by a change in design that will
put more of the blade area in the iuqer half of the
blade and wilI move the section having greatest width
closer to the hub than its present location. The results
of the tests show this conclusion to be true for a “clean”
liquid-cooled engine installation. ‘

2. For the propellers tested, the increase in peak
efficiency due to this change in plan form is paid for in
terms of a levier take-off eficiency. It is probable,
however, that some compromise can be made to give
more generaIIy satisfactory results than propelle~ hav-
ing presentday plan forms.

3. Shifting area from the outer to the inner half of a
propeller blade mused an earlier stall, decreased the
thrust and torque coefficients, and SISOdightIy de-
creased the efficiency in the take-off range.

LANGLEY MEMO- AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

AT~TIONAL ADVISORY C OXWIYTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

lkTGLEY FIELD, ?T~., Norember 2, 1937.
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